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OUR EXPERIMENTAL 
SETUP

❑ Server running 24/7

❑ Accessible from any computer 
through a ssh tunnel

❑ Interact through Graphics User 
Interface or the console

❑ User can switch between live 
streaming and/or saving the 
events in the database

❑ Past events can be requested from 
database

❑ Configurations saved for run 
identification
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NEEDS & GOALS

❑ Control the acquisition card (QN card)

❑ Control the PMT High Voltage

❑ Handle events

❑ Store and/or stream events

❑ Store configurations used in each run

❑ User friendly

❑ Available anywhere (remote access to 
the setup)



EVENT ACQUISITION SCHEME
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GRAPHICAL 
USER INTERFACE



CLIENT PROGRAMS – GUI AND CONSOLE



GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

Window mode

Console mode



WINDOW MODE – LIVE ACQUISITION



DETECTOR CONFIGURATIONS
Pre-set sensor modes:

❑ Muon telescope
❑ Muon decay
❑ Cosmic shower



LIVE MODE DEMONSTRATION



MUON RATE

❑ Export options include:

➢ png (as pictured)

➢ eps

➢ pdf

❑ Printing is also supported



TEMPERATURE



PRESSURE



JSON DATA OUTPUT



DATABASE MODE – RUN SELECTION



DATABASE MODE – RUN SELECTION



SERVER & DATABASE



WHAT IS AN EVENT?

An event consists of an initial "trigger" timestamp, 4 booleans describing whether the input starts with a 
rising or a falling edge, and 4 vectors of offsets corresponding to the rising and falling edges of each 
channel.

This would be represented as:

Timestamp: [unix timestamp]
Rising-Start: {true, true, true, true} 
(all inputs start with a RE)
Edges: {

{27, 45.75, 48.75, 79.5},
{27.75, 50.25},
{18, 114.75},
{21, 107.5, 109.5}

}

(channel 1)
(channel 2)
(channel 3)
(channel 4)

green - rising edge
red - falling edge



SERVER DETAILS

The server supports:

❑ Arbitrary number of clients

❑ LIVE/DATABASE mode

❑ Whitelists

❑ Client limiting



DATABASE STRUCTURE



SERVER OUTPUT

The server outputs its logs and
debug information to stdout,
but by using a command such
as "rotatelogs" we can pipe
that to a file.



DOXYGEN DOCUMENTATION



FURTHER USES

❑ The source programs (header files and C++ files) were constructed in a way to allow for easy 
interpretation and re-implementation.

❑ There are both broad classes and niche classes, so a new client program can be constructed without 
starting from scratch and taking advantage of one of different levels of implementation.

❑ The networking related classes (server and client) are 100% independent from the GUI.

❑ Great care was taken to ensure proper documentation of every file, class and function, as well as how 
to install and run the programs developed. There are also several small test programs where 
implementation can be easily understood and quick tests in communication are performed.

What follows is a very simple example of communication with the server using 
our “LRCClient” class.



#include "LRCClient.h"
#include "Common.h"
#include <iostream>

int main() {
LRC::LRCClient client;

try {
client.reconnect("127.0.0.1", "8000"); 

}
catch (Networking::network_exception &exception)
{

std::cout << "Unable to connect to server." << std::endl;
return 1;

}

LRC::Result result;
auto v1 = client.get_voltage(LRC::HVChannel::CHANNEL1, &result);
if (result != LRC::Result::SUCCESS || !v1.has_value()) {

std::cout << "Error getting voltage for channel 1" << std::endl;
return 1;

}
auto v2 = client.get_voltage(LRC::HVChannel::CHANNEL2, &result);
if (result != LRC::Result::SUCCESS || !v2.has_value()) {

std::cout << "Error getting voltage for channel 2" << std::endl;
return 1;

}
std::cout << "Channel 1 voltage: " << v1.value() << " V" << std::endl;
std::cout << "Channel 2 voltage: " << v2.value() << " V" << std::endl;

}

Includes

Connect to the 
server

Get channel 1 voltage

Output results

Get channel 2 voltage



DOXYGEN DOCUMENTATION



THANK YOU
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